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Working with Photo-etched Foliage

Pond and Marshland Plants

Figure 1

Painting our etched foliage is quite straightforward but varies slightly with the type of foliage. All
etched foliage should be completely primer spray painted first, then "color" painted. For primer, a 
medium gray, such as Krylon All-purpose Gray Primer #1318 works well. For airbrushing, an
acrylic light to medium gray primer is recommended.

The Pond and Marshland Plants fret contains a variety of plant life, so various colors will be
needed to simulate realism.
The Ivy/Grape Stems & Leaves fret can be painted with a single color, but we recommend at
least two.
Tree foliage: Sycamore/Maple, Weeping Willow and Oak Branches with Leaves can also be
painted a single color, but again we suggest at least two. More, in an autumn setting.

Below, we'll cover painting each of the three general
types in greater detail. In each case, our
recommendation is to perform the majority of the
painting while the fret is still fully assembled (or in sub-
sections that are intact). It is much easier to paint the
tiny components, remove them, assemble them, then
do touch-up; than trying to paint them individually. The
first step is to primer paint the entire fret. The parts on
the fret have a front-side and a back-side (which is
obvious). However, from a painting standpoint, the less
obvious edges are most important. If not completely
painted, these tiny shiny brass edges will become
really obvious and detract big-time from the realism
you're trying to achieve. We suggest primer spraying
each fret as shown in Figure 1, to ensure the edges,
as well as the front and back surfaces get covered.
Avoid spraying on too much paint. Keep the spray can
at sufficient distance to cover evenly and thoroughly,
but  not a heavy coat. Allow the primed fret to dry
thoroughly (overnight is good).

This fret has 2 sub-sections of different plant life which is repeated 8 times on the entire fret (for a total
of 16 sub-sections). Unless you will be modeling seasonal changes, we'll assume all of the fret to
contain actively growing plants (not dead or dying), in other words, green. If you plan to use part of the
fret for browning or dead plant matter, you may wish to either cut out that section, or mask it for
painting later. If you choose to mask a section of the fret, keep in mind the very flexible (fragile) nature
of the individual thin brass plants. We strongly suggest a cut piece of paper to cover the area to be
protected with any taping restricted to only the fret edges (and only a tiny amount of tape). If you place
tape over the individual parts, you will probably destroy them when removing the tape.

There are several different ways you can apply color to the Pond and Marshland Plants. Which
approach you use depends entirely on how much time you wish to spend and the level of detail you
need to achieve.

1. Since the fret (or section you're working with) is primed and thoroughly dry, you may choose to
cut those plants you'll be working with from the fret, install them in your scene and brush paint

Since we'll be working with etched parts in brass frets, the same basic work area preparation will apply
as is outlined in the How to links for our other Photo-etched Products. Most of the same cutting and
bending hand tools will be used.
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them the colors of your choice. This method works OK if you only need a very small amount of
plant life for a particular setting and will be doing more later.

2. A variation on number 1, is to brush paint the plants you will be using, then cut them from the
fret and install them, and touch-up and light nicks or scrapes. This method may be easier for
some because the fret is a nice holding fixture while you're brush painting.

3. If you will be using a large quantity of plants, spray the entire fret a "base" color (the basic green
chosen, over which other shades and colors will be added) and allow to dry thoroughly.  Add
additional coloring by brush painting as required. This can be done either before, or after parts
are removed from the fret. Don't forget to inspect and touch-up after installation.

Figure 2 show a typical group of Bullrushes
(Cattails). Using lighter and paler greens such
as the colors in this picture will allow the
photo-etched versions to show up well
against darker pond and marsh colors.
Shade variation in color adds interesting
detail and depth.

Figure
2

When cutting the plants from the fret, always
remember to cut the thinnest, most fragile
connection first, working your way up to the
thickest connection, last. This will minimize
damage to the part.

Next page  →←Back to
Foliage

Attach these plants using a tiny dab of gap-
filling CA adhesive. If after the adhesive dries
there is a shiny spot, add a small dab of Model
Masters Flat Acrylic Clear paint, and the shine
will totally disappear.
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Foliage How to...continued

Ivy/Grape Stems & Leaves

Organized in 4 sections, this fret contains an enormous amount of Ivy/Grape runners. Each is 45 N-
scale feet long, and there are 32 of them. We recommend painting the runners while still in the fret.
Once again, the etched foliage should be primer painted first and allowed to thoroughly dry.

If you look closely at the fret, you'll notice that one side is "relief etched" with more detail. You can
actually see the veins in the individual leaves, and the raised stems. The other side is a flat surface. For
the purpose of discussing painting, we'll refer to the side with the veining as the front. To achieve the
greatest detail, we recommend using two shades of green when painting this foliage. In real life, if you
look at leaves on most plants, you'll find the top surface (the side that faces the sun) to be a darker
color than the underside.

We suggest you spray "back" side of the fret a slightly lighter (but noticeable) shade of green. Spray
perpendicular to the surface, not at an angle. After drying, spray the fret "front" a slightly darker green.
Make sure to spray at a slight angle to get the edges also. Not too much of an angle or you'll get
overspray and the back of the leaves also. Now, to add some dazzling realism, using some of your
lighter shade of the green, lightly dry brush the surface of the front side to highlight the veins and
stems. The appearance is absolutely spectacular.

Carefully, cut the painted runners from the fret. Now you can gently wind and weave them around or
through arbors and trellises, or poles or tree branches, or whatever. Using a sharpened toothpick and
small tweezers, carefully bend and twist the leaves slightly to give depth and form to the runners. As
you do this, you will see the leaves at different angles as well as the backs of some (which are a lighter
shade of green). This variation gives the plant life an incredibly realistic appearance.

Don't forget to closely inspect for any nicks or scrapes that may let the shiny brass show through.
Touch-up with a small brush as required.

If you need to anchor these runners in place, you can use a tiny dab of gap-filling CA adhesive. If after

This is a truly remarkable fret of etched foliage. Until now, modelers had to pretty much ignore a whole
variety of very common plant life to add detail to their scenes. Some have used small amounts of
ground foam on the sides of buildings to simulate climbing or clinging plants, but in general the
appearance isn't very convincing. Now, N-scalers (and HO modelers, as well), can use our photo-
etched Ivy/Grape Stems & Leaves to create realistic looking arbors, trellises and pergolas, and attach
runners to buildings, fences, telephone poles, and nearly anything they choose, to add incredibly life
like detail to their scenes.
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The delicate leaf and small branch structure of
these frets is truly dazzling. They permit the
modeler to place realistic appearing foliage with
thin leaf-like cross sections on a tree armature and
allow their lacy nature to let light, shadows, and
other branches and leaves to be seen beneath.
This give maximum realistic effect to the
simulation.

As with the other foliage, the entire fret should be
primer painted and thoroughly dry prior to any
other painting. Also, as with the Ivy/Grape above,
we recommend painting the fret a with a "two-tone"
(lighter and darker shade) scheme. You should
spray the "back" side of the fret a slightly lighter
(but noticeable) shade and spray perpendicular to
the surface, not at an angle. After drying, spray the
fret "front" a slightly darker shade. Make sure to
spray at a slight angle to get the edges also. Not
too much of an angle or you'll get overspray and
the back of the leaves also.

The colors you choose really depend on the tree
you will be modeling and the season in which it will
be represented. For example, Figures 3 shows a
Sycamore leaf during full growing season, and
Figure 4 show the autumn color.

Color changes will also be dramatic with the Maple
and Oak. Not so much with the Willow, it tends to
go towards the yellow in fall from a much lighter
green in  spring and summer.

Figure 3

Figure
4

Tree Foliage: Sycamore/Maple, Willow and Oak

the adhesive dries there is a shiny spot, add a small dab of Model Masters Flat Acrylic Clear paint, and
the shine will totally disappear.

Next page  →← Previous page
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Foliage How
to...continued

If autumn colors are desired, such as the yellows, ochres, oranges and various shades of red seen with
the Sycamore, Maple, Sweetgum (Liquid Amber), etc., an easy way to accomplish this is as follows:

1. Color spray an entire fret with the lightest autumn color (a golden-yellow, perhaps).
2. Very lightly spot-spray (or dry brush) various areas with a darker shade/color (maybe a shade of

orange).
3. Repeat step 2, gradually moving toward the darkest leaf color you plan to use. Remember, the

variations in color should be subtle and restrained like they are with the Sycamore leaf in Figure 4,
not too vivid. The intent is to make the tree an eye catcher, not an assault.

In this way, you will produce a fret that has varying shades and color distributed randomly over the fret.
When the individual branches are removed and placed on the tree armature, then "distorted" to look
natural, the gentle intermixing of colors as well as highlights and shadows will create a dramatic
appearance that is not achievable using ground foam foliage, and the spaces between the etched
leaves and branches produce an appearance of realism not that is unparalleled.

Attachment of the the painted branches to a tree armature (such
as our NS041 Bare Tree Frame) is quite straightforward. Start
with the lower branches and work up the tree. Be sure to turn
the tree frequently and look at the overall appearance (balance)
when selecting etched branch placement. We suggest using CA
adhesive to "mount" the painted branch to the armature branch.
CA will allow you to make a quick placement because the bond
time is very short. If you any difficulty in getting a good quick
bond to the painted branch base, simply scrape a tiny area clean
with a scalpel before applying the CA.

Once the CA is totally dry, the joint can be covered with white
glue or a small dab of caulk to give the appearance that one
branch is flowing from the other. For added realism you can then
use a small brush and touch-up the joint and a portion of the
etched branch with the paint chosen for the tree bark color.
Figure 5 shows the basic steps for attachment.

For tree frames that are plastic, or fabricated
from wood cuttings (Azalea branch clippings,
for example), an optional method of attachment
can include the addition of a notch at the end of
the armature branch to help secure the etched
branch end. This is not an essential step but
can help if you're having any difficulty in
attachment. See Figure 6 for the example. This
is also an easy way to add several branches
along a larger branch. Once again, use CA for
the initial bond, then you can follow-up with
white glue or caulk for blending. Finish with a
light brush touch-up of the bark color.

The final step in making a tree using etched
foliage is the Individual shaping (distortion) of the
etched leaves and branch ends. This should be
done progressively as you are adding the etched

After all painting has completely dried, removal of the individual branches from the fret should be
performed in the same manner as with the Pond and Marshland Plants. Cut the smallest (most fragile)
attachment points from the fret first, gradually working toward the largest (branch bases), last. Paint
touch-up of scrapes or dings (or missed painting) can be done with a small brush during an overall
inspection of the tree after the branches have been attached and shaped for a natural appearance.

Figure 5
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 Figure 6

branches. Do some initial shaping to give the
tree a pleasing form and realistic shape , the go
back and "fine tune" with further tweaking until
you're satisfied with the overall appearance.

A little trick that will help you minimize scratches
and nicks that your tweezers could make on the
painted leaves and branch ends is to coat your
tweezer tips with paint first. Just dip your
tweezers in the paint color of the pre-painted
parts and let it thoroughly dry. When you use
them to handle or bend the parts, the paint will
help hold and cushion the part. It won't totally
eliminate the possibility of nicks and scratches,
but it will help. When you're done, just soak the
tips in solvent or gently scrape the paint off.
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